Much sociological research is now focused on demonstrating how culture both motivates individuals to act and provides them with justifications for their actions (Vaisey, 2009 ). However, I argue that this sociological work relies on a model of action that sees culture itself as driving action beyond individuals' reflexive use of culture. I argue that it does so by conceptualizing the internalization of culture as pre-subjective and impersonal, essentially committing what is often deemed the Parsonian problem of diminishing the contingent nature of social action through the use of abstractions. Just as Parsons was charged with placing undue emphasis on various social systems rather than on persons, dominant strands of sociological inquiry overemphasize the salience of shared norms and schemas at the cost of individual perception. The major difference, however, is that while Parsons justified his focus on the system level by framing individuals as highly conscious and deliberate in their actions, contemporary sociologists tend to frame individuals' actions as largely unconscious and reliant on situational logics. In doing so, the consciously and normatively overdetermined actor in Parsonian sociology is now unconsciously and situationally overdetermined in contemporary sociology, a perspective ironically anticipated and deliberately positioned against by Parsons himself. Thus, I assert that efforts to de-Parsonize the discipline have given rise to theoretical problems that need resolution. I demonstrate how utilizing some of Parsons' key insights on the importance of simultaneously considering multiple levels of analysis when studying action could be a fruitful way to proceed.
only problems and "tools" or solutions, and these factors are loosely coupled in that individuals can use multiple tools in their responses to the same problems, then how and why does an individual choose the particular tools that they do?
To address this gap, Vaisey (2009) takes the claim that beliefs and values constitute aspects of one's repertoire (Swidler, 1986; DiMaggio, 1997) and uses it to re-frame the ways in which such tools are used in calls for action. Vaisey (2009) alters the idea that situations prompt the actor to either unconsciously or consciously deploy their tools to make sense of the situation into an alternative casting where such tools condition this very prompting independent of the situation's perceived call for action, thereby giving culture a direct link to action by shaping the very perception of the situation beyond the actor's reflexive grasp; the choice of tools used is positioned as a product of this independent rendering rather than one's own assessment of the situation. Therefore, under this reframing, this "third alternative" (Swidler, 2008, p. 616) view of culture and action holds that culture can and does independently motivate action by providing individuals with the cultural understandings that both motivate their actions beyond any form of personal assessment and provides the tools with which they may perform "post hoc justifications" of why they chose whichever action they did after the fact (Vaisey, 2009 (Vaisey, , p. 1687 . Meaning now becomes central to analysis and is primarily seen not as active work performed by an actor when prompted by a situation and its call for action (Swidler, 2003) , but as held deeply within the individual's internalized cultural repertoire, pushing the actor into situations, responding using tight logics for action which lie beyond her awareness, and thus shaping action from the inside out (Lizardo et al., 2016) .
While this third view rightfully foregrounds the role of motivation in shaping action, I argue that by seeing motivation as residing primarily within cultural repertoires or cultural "elements" (Lizardo et al., 2016, p. 293) , it has only captured part of the culture-action nexus. That is, the motivation to act must be seen as dependent on external culture in the opportunities for action it presents in conjunction with one's cultural affordances, which are selectively used to make sense of such situations (ElderVass, 2010; Decoteau, 2016; Lizardo et al., 2016) . By placing motivation primarily within the individual's repertoire, I hold that sociologists by using this view are promoting a misleading view of culture and action harking back to the "Parsonian" culture as ends model (Lizardo et al., 2016, p. 298) , where ideas reigned supreme as the "unmoved mover in the theory of action" (Swidler, 1986, p. 274 ). The major difference, however, is that while Parsons justified his focus on the system level by framing individuals as highly conscious and deliberate yet highly normative in their actions (Lizardo et al., 2016, p. 294) , contemporary sociologists tend to frame action as largely unconscious and reliant on situational logics rather than shared norms. In doing so, the highly conscious yet paradoxically unreflexive, normatively overdetermined actor in Parsonian sociology (Joas and Knöbl, 2013 ) is now unconsciously and situationally overdetermined in contemporary sociology (Archer and Elder-Vass, 2012; Akram, 2013) . This new view, ironically, is anticipated and deliberately positioned against by Parsons himself.
CULtUre as Means, ends, or BotH?
In Economy and Society (1968) , Weber put forth a theory of action whereby individuals act according to their perceived interests and which ultimately contributed to the lineage of the voluntaristic theory of action traced by Parsons (Holton and Turner, 1986; Silver, 2011) . What marked Weber as distinct in this line of theorizing was his insertion of the actor's subjectivity by way of ideas into his analysis, giving his theory its widely perceived "idealist" label (Parsons, 1949, p. 12) . Such idealism was made evident by Weber's (Weber, 1968) assertion that beyond merely acting toward one's own self-interests, the interests individuals act toward could broadly be reduced to ideal types of interest based on the particular type of subjective meaning attributed to a particular situation by the individual (Cohen et al., 1975; Lee and Munch, 1979) . These types were the following: value rationality whereby the actor acted with the intention of fulfilling an end or goal that he or she self-consciously desires; instrumental rationality whereby the actor felt they needed to perform the action as a means to some end goal; affectual action whereby the actor acted due to their impulses or feelings; and traditional action that was the product of deeply ingrained routines or habits (Weber, 1968, p. 24-25) . Weber (1968) claimed that the meaning one sees in a situation could be viewed through one or more of these ideal typical lenses, therefore making action relatively unpredictable and difficult to determine insofar as individuals read into situations based on just which of these "spheres" (Oakes, 2003, p. 27) or types is used to make sense of them. Individuals in this view thus act of their own accord, but in socially patterned ways based on how they frame or are cued to see a situation in terms of its meaning, as such allowing the sociologist to probe into how and why these readings both exist and occur as they do (Gerhardt, 2011, p. 21 ). As such, Weber's own work, while often framed as idealist, could be seen as more institutional (Collins, 1980 (Collins, , 1986 and in line with recent developments in sociological thought on the structured and situated (Haraway, 1988, p. 575 ) nature of individual action.
While Weber (1968) , p. 26, placed no particular emphasis on any of these ideal types of action as he saw that each was used in varying degrees depending on the contingencies present in an individual's life, Parsons saw all of these forms of action and interest as being reducible to one's understanding of social norms (Parsons, 1949 , Cohen et al., 1975 Alexander, 1983) . Such a claim could be made because Parsons (1949) held that such norms hold the ultimate rationales behind why these actions are and should be performed, thus making action in all of these "spheres" ultimately value rational in that all action can be seen as working toward the ends posited by one's culture rather than merely to specific personal or even ideal typical motivations for action such as doing something routinely or instrumentally (Cohen et al., 1975, p. 231) . That is, Parsons claimed that since all of one's actions require understanding what such actions are and why they matter collectively, they are thus rooted in normative understandings of the world which furthermore provide the very interests according to which these apparently different rationales lie (Burger, 1977; Turner, 1991) . Thus, such ideal types of social action are integrated at a deeper, collective, normative level, therefore making each one different only at the level of particular qualitative meaning experienced by the individual (Parsons, 1949, p. 76) . Such a view is clearly expressed in the following statements by Parsons (1949) : first, that:
The logical starting point for analysis of the role of normative elements in human action is the fact of experience that men not only respond to stimuli but in some sense try to conform their action to patterns which are…deemed desirable' (Parsons, 1949, p. 76) .
And second, because this normative element is present in all action, that "all action must be seen as effort to conform with norms" (Parsons, 1949, p. 76-77) , a claim that can only be read as asserting the presence of normative understanding in all readings of social life and as such giving it its central location in action.
Thus, by using this framing of Weber's theory of social action, Parsons believed that he could extend the contingent, situational theory of action crafted by Weber, whereby situations prompt individuals to act based on an array of potential logics and framings, into a general theory of action whereby the sociologist could predict action based on the social norms present in a society (Cohen et al., 1975; Wagner and Zipprian, 1986; Turner, 1991; Oakes, 2003) . That is, the level of analysis could be taken one step higher, sidestepping such variations in action to getting at a deeper source: how culture provides the very fabric from which such variants are made in the form of integrative norms as opposed to discrete spheres of action which varied in their presence in action based on historical contingencies. This further connects to Parsons' "convergence thesis" (Holmwood, 2014, p. 39) , whereby issues in both utilitarian and value-oriented approaches to the study of action are reconciled through a synthesis of Marshall's, Pareto's, Durkheim's, and Weber's own emergent ideas of voluntaristic action. By synthesizing rational and valuative dimensions of action within a total social system as he saw it emerging in the works of these thinkers, Parsons believed that he could solve issues of emphasis inherent in both types of account.
In engaging in this synthetic work, however, Parsons has been criticized for being overly abstract and devoid of empirical referents (Mills, 1959; Holmwood, 2014) . Mills' (Mills, 1959, p. 42) critique of Parsons, for example, focused on how his emphasis on values minimized his program's ability to study concrete social phenomena-namely, institutions. Similarly, Holton and Turner (2015) , p. 5, state that Parsons' emphasis on mapping out the valuative qualities of individuals' decisions and actions rather than focusing on the kinds of structural inequalities that sociologists such as Mills (1959) were concerned with caused him to be charged with committing conservative, bourgeois sociology.
Importantly, Parsons' own work need not be interpreted as leading to this sort of search for deeper, latent, systemic causes of action at the cost of empirical depth (Alexander, 2014; Holton and Turner, 2015) . For example, Gerhardt (2011) , p. 33, discusses how far from being averse to social change or to empirical work more broadly, Parsons' deep concern with democracy and modernity anchored his work in the study of social problems. Part of Parsons' emphasis on "grand" theory and, indeed, arguably his main motivation in writing The Structure of Social Action (1949) was his intention of bringing systematic analysis to the study of democratic and other social problems touched on by thinkers in a variety of disciplines but not yet united via common themes. In synthesizing such work, Parsons believed that he could foreground shared insights into the human condition while establishing sociology as a "systematic social science" (Gerhardt, 2011, p. viii) . Far from being deeply driven by abstraction, Parsons' work even sought to fortify lines of research, which focused on more interpretive dimensions of the human experience. In doing so, Parsons' work should not be seen as promoting purely voluntaristic individual action on the one hand or analysis simultaneously determined and determining structures on the other, but as being an "action systems theory" (Turner, 1991, p. xvi) . Again, the intention behind this was dual: clearer understanding of contemporary social problems and the unification of lines of research that were diverging despite their parallels (Parsons, 1949 (Parsons, , 1991 .
Culture as Means for action: the "tool Kit" or repertoire View of Culture While the dominant reading of Parsons (Swidler, 1986; Gerhardt, 2011) frames him as interpreting Weber's theory of social action in such a way as to assert that culture always provides individuals with their ultimate concerns and thus the ends of their action, many sociologists critiqued this notion by claiming that Weber viewed ultimate concerns as causing behavior-thus constituting the ends of action-only on particular occasions, with culture merely providing the means for action the bulk of the time (Cohen et al., 1975; Lee and Munch, 1979; Swidler, 1986) . That is, re-readings of Weber's work led many sociologists to conclude that Weber was actually presenting a much looser coupling of culture and action, whereby cultures provide individuals with both the habits, skills, styles and general understandings to make sense of situations as well as the demands for action needed to prompt such reflexive inquiry, while on rare occasions providing them with tighter, less debatable, or interpretable logics for action based on particular religious ideologies (Swidler, 1986) . While this latter assertion came under fire due to it providing a view of social life where ideas motivate action outside of the contexts that prompt actors to make sense of a situation (Swidler, 1986 ), Weber's otherwise situational or interest-based focus resurfaced in reinterpretations of his work. Such re-casting or "de-Parsonizing" of Weber's approach (Cohen et al., 1975, p. 229 ) to social inquiry is captured well by Swidler's (Swidler, 1986) piece Culture in Action, which also provides an explicit critique of Weber's treatment of ideas to, I argue, get rid of Weber's theory of the seeds which prompted Parsons' deterministic interpretation of it and, as will be demonstrated later in the article, the interpretations of other sociologists who implicitly subscribe to the culture as ends view.
In Culture in Action (1986), Ann Swidler begins by questioning just what role ideas or culture, more broadly, play(s) in shaping action. In opposition to the culture as ends view provided unconditionally by Parsons and conditionally by Weber, she asserts that "[c]ulture influences action not by providing the ultimate values toward which action is oriented, but by shaping a repertoire or 'tool kit' of habits, skills, and styles from which people construct 'strategies of action'" (Swidler, 1986, p. 273) . That is, culture strictly provides the means for action rather than its ends, leaving the latter up to the individual herself. This is because culture provides the individual with problems as well as the understandings to view and address such matters, but cannot control precisely how or why one goes about this business (Swidler, 1986, p. 275) . Such a strong claim for this view of culture's role in action is supported by her own counter example of when culture does indeed appear to provide the ends of action for individuals, what she terms "unsettled times" such as the times of "high ideology" in which Weber saw religious ideas as pushing action the way it did (Swidler, 1986, p. 278 ).
In such unsettled or highly ideological times, individuals at first feel at a loss as to how to organize their action-they either lack clear end goals for the cultural equipment that they already possess or have lost the capacity to live out an end to which they once were content with working toward. For example, an individual who lost the spouse that they had been married to for several years, along with the friendships and children that came along with their union with this individual, may feel that the habits, skills, and styles-such as routinely waking up to the sound of a screaming child, kissing their partner goodnight, going for runs with their neighbors-no longer constitute the means for stable or expected living as they once did due to the individual's lack of ability to carry out these actions. Thus, this situation opens up two potential scenarios. In the first scenario, this loss may lead the individual to seek out a new end goal, which will bring about new habits, skills, and styles and thus replace these now no longer functional or even performable ones (Swidler, 2003, p. 77) . If, however, the individual does not embark on such an "upstream identity quest" whereby she drops all of her tools in search of new ones aimed at a "better life" (Swidler, 2003 (Swidler, , 2008 , then she may enter into the second scenario where she may try to find new ways to frame these "tools" and thus use the elements of her repertoire for some new end, a phenomenon known as "satisficing" or making the most of one's means (Lizardo and Strand, 2010) . Regardless of whether the individual swims upstream under the hopes of starting a new life or simply "satisfices" and makes the most of her means, in both situations, the active work remains the same: searching for new goals or ends of action within one's culture.
Culture as the ends of and Means for action
While repertoire theorists (Swidler, 1986 (Swidler, , 2003 Lamont, 1992; DiMaggio, 1997) assert that culture strictly provides one with the means for action, leaving one's goals and motivations up to how they perceive the demands they are faced with throughout their lives, the role of such tools or repertoires is contested by sociologists. The core of the debate surrounding these tools lies in regards to the ontological status or level of cohesiveness of such assemblages of cultural elements: do the elements of one's repertoire constitute dispositions capable of conditioning behavior outside of the context of scenarios, which call forth action (Vaisey, 2009 )? Or do they simply make up the "kit" one uses to make decisions only when confronted with problems (Swidler, 1986 (Swidler, , 2003 . In this section, I will be focusing on the former claim toward dispositions, with Vaisey (2009) and other sociologists' both explicit and implicit claims that culture sediments into lines of action held within the individual's unconscious, which inform one's decision-making prior to their reflexive analysis of the situation. That is, this camp asserts that reflexivity or the selection of tools is indeed "post hoc justification, " as such a capacity is merely the froth on top of deep-seated calculations and motivations, which have been placed within the individual by way of direct, practical, unconsciously filtered and thus purely social, worldly experience.
Vaisey and the dual-process View of Culture
In his Motivation and Justification (2009), Vaisey asserts that sociologists of culture tend to pick and choose between seeing action as motivated by one's values and beliefs and seeing action as prompted by situational demands. These different views of culture's causal influence, he claims, are due to sociologists overemphasizing either situations or actors' meanings, neglecting a proper balance of the two in explanations of action (Vaisey, 2009 (Vaisey, , p. 1676 . Regarding the tendency to focus on situations, Vaisey (2009 Vaisey ( ), p. 1677 Vaisey ( -1678 , claims that there is a rupture between motivation and meaning inherent in the widely popular repertoire approach in sociology, as he asserts that this view places too much causal power in situational demands as it sees personally held motivations in the form of values and beliefs as merely "post hoc justifications" for actions individuals take with the real "drivers" being institutional demands on the actor. The solution that Vaisey (2009) , p. 1679, proposes is a "dual-process" view of culture, where the repertoire of information that culture provides the individual can be seen as an unconsciously held driver of action, which can, on occasion, be steered and trained by the conscious individual. As such, Vaisey (2009) , p. 1705, claims that by viewing culture as possessing this dual function-providing deep-seated, unconscious motivations for actions, along with the tools required to be able to reflect post hoc on why an individual acted the way they did and those capable of "re-routing" their future actions-meaning can be accurately captured in sociological analysis.
Indeed, despite criticisms of the utility of the dual-process model (Leschziner and Green, 2013) , this model has become increasingly used by sociologists who are intent on bridging macro and micro levels of analysis (Lizardo et al., 2016) . Moreover, in light of criticisms such as those made by Leschziner and Green (2013) and Williams (2016b) regarding the difficulty of categorizing individuals' experiences as either unconscious or conscious, Lizardo et al. (2016) , p. 298, assert that the very utility of this model lies in its capacity to correctly frame thought and action as being either unconscious or conscious. As such, rather than critique, the dual-process model as a whole, Lizardo et al. (2016) , p. 298, suggest that this model be seen as broad, umbrella framework that can be applied to myriad empirical problems.
Can Culture Be Both Means and ends?
While this dual-process view of culture and action may appear to provide an account that captures both the ways in which culture unconsciously influences action and how actors are able to "override" such conditioning effects (Vaisey, 2009 (Vaisey, , p. 1687 (Vaisey, -1703 , I argue that this portrayal of culture does so by assuming that internalized culture can filter perception in clearly demarcated, tight, and domain-specific ways. That is, the idea that one can be largely driven by their repertoire requires that situations cue or trigger particular cultural understandings or tools rather than others in patterned ways, thus enabling an individual to possess various dispositions for action outside of their reflexive or conscious grasp (Archer, 2003, p. 5-7) . Such a claim then presents a tight coupling of culture and action, whereby rather than seeing situations as giving rise to reflexive assessment, which then brings forth cultural understandings based on how the situation happened to be perceived (Archer, 2003, p. 13 ), one's accumulated stock of knowledge comes to define the very world one sees. Actions then become "unit acts" (Swidler, 1986, p. 276 ) assessed not by their relation to a larger "strategy of action, " but by tight definitions accumulated through cultural experience.
The question this tight coupling raises, then, is if situations can bypass the reflexivity of the individual which gives rise to the inherently innovative and situational choice of tools or understandings employed, then how and why do individuals differ in the logics they bring to bear on situations? The answer to this question, as asserted by Vaisey (2009) quite clearly, lies in his understanding that such variation exists due to individuals internalizing different beliefs and values, which then unconsciously guide the choice beyond their reflexive capacity. That is, in this view, decision-making comes to be offloaded to one's mental faculties by way of the automatic "'hot' and 'fast' (not deliberative) 'choices'" that our intuition makes for us based on the prior experiences we have had, but in loose and inferential ways as an unconscious system (Lizardo and Strand, 2010, p. 214) . Thus, Vaisey's (Vaisey, 2009 ), p. 1685 -1686 , claim that culture can motivate action without being explicitly known by the actor appears not to reduce experience to tight unit acts by seeing experiences as "connected, " yet, his idea that such sets of intuitions are based off specific beliefs and values in the form of "moral schemas" tells another story: the internalization of a particular logic marks the generation of an open system, yet one which ultimately regresses to the overarching logic of this "system, " found in the initial idea that prompted it. For example, through survey data he had collected from teenagers, Vaisey (2009) found that moral views instilled early in these individuals had more of an impact on future deviant behavior in these individuals than more typically used variables like household income or family structure. While these individuals answered questions in similar ways, their different moral views appeared to unconsciously guide their life decisions, thereby making this hypothesis seem valid (Vaisey, 2009 (Vaisey, , p. 1705 . Thus, by using this information, the claim that particular, tightly internalized beliefs and values can mark the trajectory of loose yet patterned life trajectories and behaviors appears to be founded, making action appear to be reducible to larger strategic assemblages, yet ones fitting the logic of deepseated cultural values rather than that seen by the actor. Further, such a tight-yet-loose view of culture and action also fits with recent work in psychology as well as a long line of sociology that has argued for the routine nature of action by seeing microlevel or individual-level behavior as genuinely creative and innovative, but derivative of cultural meanings at its deepest level (Dewey, 1922; Bargh, 1992; Joas, 1996) .
I will now demonstrate how this view, along with the branches of psychology and sociology which support it, rely on the assumption that ideas have the capacity to independently motivate action. Such an assumption, I argue, thus requires positioning ideas as internalized pre-reflexively or directly by the individual, and thus fundamentally as social endowments that work beyond the actor's reflexive grasp. In this view, culture is therefore seen as driving action from the inside out, entailing the need to rid social theory of the active agent capable of using her tools as capacities rather than being used by them in a dispositional way. As such, while utilized to bring meaning back to a "de-Parsonized" view of Weber's insights about culture and action (Cohen et al., 1975) , this view relies precisely on the aspects of the Parsonian scheme that it criticizes most: assumptions of value consensus and overdetermined action. However, while Parsons (1949) , p. 96, emphasized how values took salience in particular situations for individuals and were a necessary phenomenon to consider to understand why individuals did not cheat and perform other "rational" antisocial behaviors more often than is the case, this new "de-Parsonized" view prioritizes value at the cost of any sense of contingency (Williams, 2016b, p. 2) . While Parsonian sociology may be charged with minimizing reflexivity and individuals' personalities when assessing both action and structure (Holton and Turner, 2015) , it at least intends to open up research that takes these factors more seriously (Joas and Knöbl, 2013, p. 78) . Conversely, users of the dual-process model and other models that emphasize values in action close off personal qualities of action by shifting attention away from personal motive and onto shared motivations for action (Vaisey, 2009; Williams, 2016b, p. 1) .
This emphasis, I argue, can-perhaps paradoxically given his emphasis on located action-be traced back to the work of Pierre Bourdieu. His research on the dispositional qualities of thought and action signaled a shift in sociological inquiry from largely situational, contingent action to tacitly motivated, typified action (Archer, 2007) and was continued by proponents of the dualprocess model in efforts to bring values back into center stage. However, rather than systematically assessing where and why such values emerge, I assert that these researchers minimize the systematic linkages between value spheres (Weber, 1968; Oakes, 2003) that were key in Parsons' approach to values. In other words, just as Parsons (1949) critiqued Weber for minimizing connections between different ideal types of action, I believe contemporary researchers who draw on Bourdieu's insights about the situated yet dispositional nature of action tend to focus on contextual specifics at the cost of broader understandings of how and why certain behavioral patterns come to the fore and recede as they do throughout the social world.
How the "Habitus" implies seeing ideas as independently shaping action Recently, Lizardo and Strand (2010) published an article discussing the ways in which practice theories can be divided into streams based on how much weight they place on the process of socialization. With "toolkit" theorists placing weak emphasis on this aspect of life and theorists subscribing to the Bourdieusian branch of practice theory-"strong practice theorists"-placing stronger emphasis on this aspect, it was deduced that these two variants of practice theory conceptualize the "imprints" of experience quite differently (Lizardo and Strand, 2010, p. 204-209) . That is, repertoire theorists are steadfast in their claim that cultural elements can never come to work as the source of action (Swidler, 1986, p. 274) , while strong practice theorists argue that they can, and that they do so by way of unconsciously held beliefs and values which constitute the bases off which one's reflections are made (Vaisey, 2009; Lizardo and Strand, 2010) . In the stronger view, then, the view held by Parsons, Weber (conditionally) , and Vaisey that ideas can indeed independently shape one's actions pre-reflexively, that is prior to the actor's involvement in the decision-making process, is made clear and argued for using the notion that practical experiences sediment into dispositions in ways without our awareness and thus should be capable of motivating action also without this awareness (Vaisey, 2009; Lizardo and Strand, 2010) . Culture then gets a direct link to action as a pusher of action, with the individual being merely the "rider" of this unconscious mass of cultural logics, which has sedimented into a coercive "elephant" (Haidt, 2001, p. 820; Vaisey, 2009 Vaisey, , p. 1683 , which for the most part goes where it pleases. The image of the "cultural dope" who is the passive recipient of culture's predefined ends of action (Archer, 2003, p. 78) , then, comes back to the fore, as culture takes now front, center, and back of stage in the action nexus, leaving no room for the individual's reflexive capacities to actually impact the culture it internalizes or construct lines of action in relation to larger "strategies. "
While never made explicit in Bourdieu's (Bourdieu, 1984 (Bourdieu, , 1990 ) own treatment and definition of the concept habitus, I argue that this view of culture as driving action or culture as ends is inherent in this concept, despite the fact that, just as was the case for Weber's theory of social action, it left room for seeing a loose connection between culture and action.
Habitus: a dynamic or regressive Filter? While Bourdieu (1977) defined the habitus from many angles, I believe the following definition provides a general summary:
The system of lasting, transposable dispositions which, integrating past experiences, functions at every moment as a matrix of perceptions, appreciations, and actions and makes possible the achievement of infinitely diversified tasks, thanks to analogical transfer schemes permitting the solution of similarly shaped problems' (Bourdieu, 1977, p. 95 , emphasis added).
To Bourdieu (1977) , then, the habitus is the cultural endowment, or "tool, " provided by one's culture, which enables individuals to perceive the world around them. However, this is an inherently stratified endowment due to just how it is given to the individual. That is, one's faculties for perception are mutually constituted by their biology and their culture by way of the habitus, in that one's experiences sediment into mental structures, which now come to guide perception (Bourdieu, 1984, p. 3-78) . This occurs largely by way of such cultural-biological structures generating "practical metaphors" (Bourdieu, 1984, p. 173) for action, enabling one type of action to lead seamlessly to another. For example, learning that one can communicate through speech with the individual that happens to be their mother and then extending this act to communicate with another individual. Such action is practical at this stage due to the precise logics behind how and why such communication occurs not needing to be realized by the actor, who is merely disposed to this type of behavior due to it having actually functioned well for them in the past (Bourdieu, 1984, p. 172-173) , but who also depends on the "schemes" it generates unequally based on just which experiences have been grafted into it.
By using this notion of practical logic, Bourdieu extends the concept of habitus into various domain-specific ideal types, such as "working class habitus" and even more recent usages like "racialized habitus" (Bourgois and Schonberg, 2009), capturing this element of practical metaphorical generation and transposability where inner structural logics inform one's actions and decisions at a practical level despite their cultural origin. Individuals with a "racialized habitus, " for example, may view their opportunities a particular way based on their particular experiences, which have sedimented into "natural" viewings of their world, which someone with a "working class habitus" may not, due to their possession of a different repertoire of meanings and practical logics. Further, fitting with the loose logic framing of culture and action seen in repertoire theories, an individual can bring a disposition to bear on a situation in novel ways by using one's disposition toward action in one area of life unconsciously in another, thus making the habitus "flexible" and "dynamic" (Lizardo, 2004, p. 393) rather than seeing such dispositions as merely driving action.
While habitus at the level of accumulated practical logics appears to capture well what repertoire theorists call habits, skills, and styles well, in that this conceptualization explicitly groups these unstructured tools into dispositions for action-for example, a "working class" disposition or habitus being composed of one's daily habits, clothing style, and work skill-where the logic of the habitus differs greatly from that of the "culture as tools" logic (Vaisey, 2009 (Vaisey, , p. 1679 lies within how such cultural endowments are perceived to be acquired. While repertoire theory rests on the premise that such tools exist only in relation to a reflexive agent capable of using these tools (Swidler, 1986, p. 276 ), Bourdieu's habitus carries the implication that one's very subjectivity or sense of self is constituted by such cultural capacities. That is, while a habitus may be viewed simply as a generative conceptual scheme based on one's experiences, due to the assertion that this type of scheme is pre-reflexively formed (Archer, 2010, p. 287) , the idea is made that culture gets into the individual directly, therefore not positioning such capacities as in relation to such a sense of self, and as such either leaving it entirely out of the picture or viewing it is as constituted by these very capacities.
Bourdieu's affinity with George H. Mead and their paired dismissal of subjectivity
While no definitive answers lie in his work, I assert that Bourdieu's use of the habitus assumes a socially constructed self due to this theory's affinities with George H. Mead's view of the formation of the self. Such affinities lie precisely in these thinkers' shared view that culture enters into the individual pre-reflexively, thereby shaping one's perception prior to their formation of a reflecting self or "user" of cultural tools.
In his Mind, Self and Society (Mead, 1934, p. 154 ), Mead asserts that society enters into the individual by way of rules constituting normative action, that is, by way of the generalized other, which is the individual's rendering of society or "the attitude of the whole society. " Such internalization of society is seen as occurring after the individual has acquired language, as to reflect on such social meanings one has to be able to communicate intersubjectively-indeed demonstrated by his idea that only with games does a true self-concept emerge, while play merely allows the individual to perform new activities-with language being both the vehicle and the capacity to do so (Mead, 1934, p. 135-154) . Thus, Mead positions this process as one in which the individual's self-consciousness is literally the capacity to see one's self through the eyes of society and thus be aware of the social codes that individuals will bring to bear on their assessments of that individual.
Such a view, then, places the self as coming into existence after knowledge of society, thus leaving reflection, itself reliant on a self off which to reflect (Mead, 1934, p. 135) , to be an act that comes after culture has already sedimented into one's perception in a direct, unmediated way. Reflection thus plays no role in forming one's initial perceptions, leaving these beyond the actor's reflexive grasp and as "natural" components of their world view, therefore enabling them to be seen as "unit acts" with clear social meanings as opposed to actively positioned meanings in relation to particular strategies influencing the actor's perception. Despite Mead's (Mead, 1934 ) explicit theory of spontaneity by way of the concept of "I, " or the non-determined aspect of the self whose actions cannot be predicted (Williams, 2016a, p. 12) , by seeing the baseline of selection as occurring after language acquisition, Mead frames perception and decision-making as deeply socialized.
Put another way, if culture has direct access to one's cognitive faculties and is indeed constitutive of them, in a way only mediated by one's biology and sociospatial location in that these factors influence which culture will be directly implanted into the individual (Mead, 1934; Bourdieu, 1977 Bourdieu, , 1984 Vaisey, 2009 ), then the "Parsonian" notion that one's culture can provide concrete ends, free from situational constraints and potential renderings, that is that it can provide tight logics (Geertz, 1973; Swidler, 1986, p. 278) for action, should also hold. This is because, I argue, the only way that the culture as ends view can be seen as empirically tenable is if culture can bypass reflection by constituting the very bases off which one knowingly or unknowingly reflects, therefore being seen as natural by the individual and thus incapable of being viewed any other way (i.e., in light of an emergent strategy of action). It is only in such a positioning that culture can so tightly inform action as to constitute its ends. For Weber's Calvinist, for example, the ethos that one's work ethic was indicative of her position in heaven constituted the way of life for these types of individuals, not a particular reading of it, thus pushing action along this tight, suprasituational logic (Swidler, 1986; Weber, 1992) . Had these Calvinists been able to envision another way of life, then their religion's portrayals of life would not be able to push their action the way Weber asserted that it did.
Indeed, marking the fact that this view is inherent in any reading of the habitus concept, it is precisely this culture-as-atfirst-natural idea that constitutes the very basis of Bourdieu's habitus and general theory of social reproduction: class inequalities become reproduced due to habits being felt as necessities (Bourdieu, 1984, p. 24) , and thus culture as nature, therefore placing culture's early entry in us as a natural and unfiltered experience. Once again, I argue this based on the fact that the habitus implies that all of one's perceptions are made possible by internalized mental structures, which exist both prior to and beyond one's reflexive capacity (Bourdieu, 1977; Lizardo, 2004; Vaisey, 2009 ), a fact also found in Mead's (Mead, 1934, p. 154) self theory, which posits that reflection requires having already internalized the generalized other, or society's rules, and thus acquiring dispositions prior to the capacity to reflect.
What makes this formative element of the habitus relevant to my argument is that since one's habitus, dispositions, or their generalized other are prior to this capacity for reflection, it can be viewed as guiding how and, more importantly, why this process works: to the ends of such structures rather than to ends chosen by the reflexive actor. That is, if my habitus supplies me with the representations that I use to make sense of stimuli I encounter, then any reflections I make must also be done using these very prereflexive, culturally endowed representations. Since they were internalized prior to my reflexivity, then I had no part in forming them, thus leaving them purely a product of culture combined with my own physical location within my culture; since I internalized these structures directly, without reflexive interference, then they are not endowed with my own perception, that is my rendering of them in relation to a particular strategy of action or identity and thus are pure in form and hence remain distinctly cultural. Vaisey's (Vaisey, 2009 ) findings that moral views highly yet mostly unconsciously shape our life paths, then appears highly warranted. Following this logic as far as it takes us, an individual's actions and thoughts are personal only insofar as she can mix tight logics for action in novel ways, based on her own fallibility and "misrecognitions" (Bourdieu, 1984, p. 172 ) of situations, thus leaving action truly as a structure to structure relationship of mental structures with external structures (Lizardo, 2004, p. 379) or with "external cultural scaffolding" (Swidler, 1986 (Swidler, , 2003 , a point I will now address.
the personal as Froth
While the argument I am making may seem to be antisociological, and ignorant of the fact that Bourdieu (1984) , p. 173, indeed saw such "structural meanings" as being activated by situations rather than latently informing them and thus leaving them subjective insofar as they require an active agent perceiving such situations, the idea I am attempting to put forth is that the prereflexive nature of the habitus and practical knowledge in this branch of theory carries the implication that cultural meanings are purely cultural, objective, or social since they exist beyond the actor. Since they exist beyond her and are indeed beyond her "discursive" grasp (Vaisey, 2009 (Vaisey, , p. 1686 , then this implies that individuals do not actually know why they do what they do, as the true seat of action lies within the bodily schemata that have internalized this pure, personally unmediated culture.
Such a view is indeed noted in the following claim asserted by Vaisey (2009) regarding the validity of interview data, specifically in terms of the validity of explanations individuals give about how and why they act:
Because interview methods engage with discursive consciousness alone, they cannot rule out the possibility that deeply internalized moral attractions and repulsions (grounded in schematic associations acquired through cultural experience rather than in conscious beliefs) are patterned in motivationally important ways (Vaisey, 2009 (Vaisey, , p. 1687 , emphasis mine).
By using the logic laid out by Bourdieu and Mead regarding the prereflexive origins of one's cultural understandings, Vaisey (2009) , p. 1687, could logically conclude that interview data merely get at the refractions of deeper collective representations, with the latter crafted not by the individual herself but by the collective (Durkheim, 1982, p. 52) . Thus, the role of the sociologist becomes one of accessing culture directly by means of one's unconscious faculties, bypassing the discursive or conscious agent who is merely "misrecognizing" situations. Since Bourdieu's (Bourdieu, 1977) concept of the habitus sees only sociospatial location-one's physical placement within a society in terms of their access to cultural resources, such as work, education, and other forms of capital production-as influencing how and why an individual internalizes culture the way that they do, internalized culture remains purely cultural or supraindividual in its makeup, thus leaving reflexive assessments merely as picking and choosing between tight logics rather than as constituting such meanings due to the particular strategies of action they fit into or activate within the individual. Such logics, again, become loose only due to their inherent dynamism and flexibility (Bourdieu, 1984, p. 101) , coupled with the fallibility of the actor who may deploy an understanding in a situation not actually prompted by it, reacting rashly to my boss at work based on being consumed by a drama with a friend, for instance. While such situations may lead me to create my own meanings for things, under the premises of this theory where the origins of such thoughts are beyond my reflexive capacity and pure in state, that is as they are simply the reproduction of the institutional meaning within my mental structures (Bourdieu, 1984, p. 101) , inquiring as to how and why I came to these personal conclusions brings sociology no further along as it does not address the genesis nor the dissemination of such meanings. Culture plants the seeds which I germinate due to my own confusion as to how to apply the meanings I am given, leaving the mechanisms behind this process of implanting the truly sociological source of action and my misrecognitions merely as the product of this deeper process.
Must the Habitus Be Used to reduce the power of the situation?
While Bourdieu may safeguard against this "Parsonian" culture as ends interpretation due to his assertion that the structure of the habitus takes on its meaning only in relation to external culture in the form of fields (Bourdieu, 1984; Lizardo, 2004) , I maintain my argument that by bypassing individual reflexivity he is still promoting a direct link between culture and action, with the habitus-field relation as a structure to structure relation (Bourdieu, 1984; Lizardo and Strand, 2010) , once again leaving out the idea of the "unsocialized" or at least undersocialized individual capable of reflecting prior to the onset of their understanding of social codes or meanings. As such, without this capacity to reflect, social codes and meanings are seen as seamlessly entering the individual and as such being beyond her future reflections due to being so deeply ingrained.
Such a criticism is warranted by the very fact that Bourdieu (1984) , p. 113, asserted a loose coupling between these dispositions and action in terms of the former's flexible and dynamic nature, in that the practical logics and metaphors for action which dispositions generate can be brought to bear on situations not from the same field in which these dispositions were first experienced. That is, while particular actions may be "practice turned into necessity" within the fields in which they were generated (Bourdieu, 1984, p. 101) , they can be used or employed in other situations in creative ways in the same way that repertoire theorists position tools. For example, the dispositions that are responsible for a working class individual having a taste for their lot in life, while depending on unequal relations existing in their society of origin, work to provide the tools and metaphors for actions in other domains that both maintain and guarantee the utility of that taste. The innovation and creativity in individual action, then, comes not from a reflexive agent bringing personally tinged meanings to bear on situations, but by dealing with situations which cross-cut one's internalized cultural meanings and thus necessitate a "re-tooling" of one's logics to make the situation make sense, still implying a tight fit between culture and action albeit now one laced in the garb of dynamism.
As such, while Bourdieu (1984) and proponents of the habitus or enduring disposition concept (Vaisey, 2009; Lizardo and Strand, 2010) see this as inherent flexibility in the structure of the habitus, I assert that this theory places more emphasis on how early, prereflexively acquired dispositions adapt to novel situations than to how such situations actually call for and influence action, thereby producing a regressive theory of action. That is, there appears to be a contradiction between seeing one's habitus as flexible in this way and seeing culture and action as loosely coupled, harking back to the dilemma Swidler (1986) pointed out in Weber's treatment of ideas and voluntary action. If the logics individuals bring to bear when faced with problematic scenarios are contingent upon the actor's assessment of the meaning of that situation (Weber, 1968; Swidler, 1986 Swidler, , 2003 , then precisely what will prompt an individual to read the situation through a particular habitus over another? What leads the individual to pair a disposition with an institutional demand, regardless of whether or not it actually originated in that domain?
Indeed, I believe the answer to this question lies within Bourdieu's (Bourdieu, 1984) , p. 466, own work, whose claim that such structures cannot be explicitly thought about by the actor as they "function below the level of consciousness and language, beyond reach of introspective scrutiny or control by the will, " implies a tight fit between culture and action. This claim implies that such structures unconditionally shape the processing of information when prompted with situations, thus leading one's perceptions to also unconditionally regress to the structural logics they have acquired. Any looseness of fit arises simply because one does not definitively know which structure will be shaping their perception. Thus, the question of just how and why one habitus is brought to bear when prompted to act opens up only two rather unsatisfactory options.
First, following the field logic, such choice can be seen as connected to the demands the situation makes on the actor (Bourdieu, 1984, p. 101) . For example, in the context of a workplace where the individual knows they are being paid to perform services for an employer, greeting an individual whom they know is a customer may prompt a "worker's habitus" as opposed to, say, a "friend habitus" due to this awareness of the situational demands.
Second, however, and following the logic the culture as ends or culture as means and ends view, such prompting could be reduced to the habitus-level itself, in the form of "habitus-level desires" (Bourgois and Schonberg, 2009), which shape the readings of situations prior to one's reflexive assessment, and thus the realization of just which sort of dilemma they are facing. For example, my role as a video game player could lead me to view a customer in this work scenario as an individual who may play the same video games as me, thus prompting me to see her this way and ask her whether she does or not despite my knowing the workplace codes of conduct.
Thus, the availability of both the logic of institutional demands and that of personal beliefs, feelings, or moods creates a situation in which the habitus as a model for action loses ground. If indeed such mental structures were acquired prereflexively and preconsciously, thus constituting our very baselines of rational thought and biasing our decision-making in favor of these bases, then what exactly enables us to pick and choose-or have unconsciously picked and chosen for us-the particular logics we happen to use when interpreting a situation? While Vaisey (2008) , p. 607, claims that repertoire theorists invest too much power in external, situational demands perceived by the actor, holding that this is promoting a "Skinnerian" stimulus-response view of social life, I believe that such demands are precisely what prompts the choice of lines of action. However, such demands do not do this by being seen one at a time as this "Skinnerian" criticism implies, but within wider strategies such as who one sees themselves as being and what they see the world as offering. These kinds of broader identities and identity projects, however, have no language in the habitus or dispositional views. As a result, I assert that they call for more nuanced focus on the interplay between individual and social structure, and as such beg for re-utilization of some of Parsons (1949) key insights in this matter-namely, his emphasis on including multiple levels of analysis in a single research project and his commitment to seeing different normative or cultural understandings as mutually constituting a shared meaning system.
attempts at Bridging Habitus and reflexivity: the reflexive Habitus and reflexive Modes
While I have focused on scholars who have either used or challenged the concept of habitus, a series of scholars have sought to refine the concept and to-implicitly and perhaps unintentionally-conduct research using Parsons (1949) keen awareness of the necessity of analyzing individual thought and action in a multivalent manner. Key in this tradition is Claire L. Decoteau (2016) , p. 303, and her concept of the reflexive habitus. Noting Archer's (Archer, 2007) claims of regression and stasis charged against the habitus, Decoteau (2016) argues that the concept can be salvaged by incorporating Archer's insights on reflexivity into its very formation. Rather than see habitus and reflexivity as antithetical, Decoteau (2016) , p. 318, claims that individuals' unique positioning in multiple fields gives them myriad situational logics and understandings to interpret their worlds and, hence, endows the concept of habitus with a sense of reflexivity.
Archer critiques the reflexive habitus, however, for still committing the same fundamental error as the original concept of habitus: structural influences, mistaken as nature, are seen as forming the very bases off which one makes all reflexive assessments. Rather than attempt to salvage this concept, Archer (2007) , p. 145, claims that individuals develop particular ways of engaging in reflexive assessments-reflexive "modes"-based on experiences they have early in their lives with their families. Archer (2007) states that individuals have relatively stable ways of engaging in reflexive thought. She has four key typologies: communicative reflexives, autonomous reflexives, meta reflexives, and fractured reflexives. Varying in terms of both how much the opinions of others weigh in on one's reflexive assessments as well as in terms of how successful such assessments are for action, Archer (2007) uses the typologies of communicate, autonomous, meta, and fractured reflexives to enable interpretation of how and why individuals behave as they do (Caetano, 2015) .
However, Archer's (Archer, 2010) assertion that reflexive styles are learned over the life course are somewhat problematized by her previous claims regarding reflexivity's pre-reflexive nature. Indeed, Akram and Hogan (2015) and Decoteau (2016) claim that by stripping reflexivity of its socialized elements Archer's own claims about individuals' commitments to and enactment of their projects or strategies in varied ways cannot easily be made sense of. If reflexivity is a constant capacity that individuals have, why would it take on specific forms or "modes" throughout one's life course? While Archer (2010) focuses on early childhood experiences, what is to prevent later experiences from crystallizing into such modes? Questions such as these work to make Archer's (Archer, 2010) concept of reflexive mode appear both similar to reflexive habitus in so far as this concept comes to be seen as quite similar to the original formulation of habitus due to its emphasis on early lived experience in shaping one's dispositions, as well as untenable due to a lack of specification over its development for any given person. (Decoteau, 2016) salvaging of the concept habitus through the incorporation of reflexivity, both demonstrate an implicit commitment on the part of the authors to a "Parsonian" culture as ends view. In both instances, experiences are seen to sediment in relatively unproblematic ways within individuals as dispositions or proclivities for action. Despite attention to the apparently post-reflexive or learned aspects of these dispositions-in contrast to Bourdieu, who, as mentioned above, is charged with positioning the development of dispositions as prior to the development of an individual's reflexive capacities (Archer, 2010 )-these authors still hold that, once formed, dispositions exert strong influence on individual thought and action. While dispositions may and indeed often do greatly influence what individuals think and do (Leschziner, 2015) , emphasizing the dispositional over the situational or otherwise relational elements of thought and action depersonalizes (Strauss, 2006) these phenomena. Much like for proponents of the dual-process model or the dual-process framework (Vaisey, 2009; Lizardo et al., 2016) , culture is seen as seamlessly influencing individuals' cognitive and emotional capacities. Questions regarding the extent to which experiences manifest into dispositions in the form of internalized cognitive schemata (Williams, 2016b, p. 6) , for instance, become relegated to the margins. As such, I assert that claims regarding the specificity of research utilizing concepts such as the habitus, the reflexive habitus, reflexive modes, and the dual-process model/ framework more broadly promote what Mills (1959) would see as both grand theory and abstract empiricism. Rather than explicitly theorizing how and why culture shapes actions, the use of these concepts enables researchers to make claims about this process that are seemingly at odds. Tensions between the reflexive habitus and reflexive modes attests to some of this issue on the one hand, while recent debates regarding the relative discreteness of automatic and deliberative cognitive faculties attest to conceptual difficulties inherent in the dual-process model/framework on the other (Leschziner and Green, 2013; Leschziner, 2015; Lizardo et al., 2016) .
What the concepts and models critiqued above have in common is their shared dismissal of unified, synthetic research. Indeed, similar sentiments have been expressed by sociologists specialized in many different areas, although not addressed to what I have termed the re-Parsonization of the field of sociology. Researchers studying a wide range of topics have made calls for incorporating multiple factors when analyzing the decisions individuals make regarding important aspects of their lives, ranging from how one makes the choice to educate one's child (Lareau, 2003) , to how one decides to commit crime (Vaughan, 1998) , to how one chooses a particular career (Leschziner, 2015) . In such calls, researchers tend to assert that there is a gap between studies which focus on broad population dynamics and those which focus on localized behavior (e.g., Lamont et al., 2014) . While studying both of these issues is important, these researchers argue that there is often a tendency to construct models at each level at the cost of a richer and more holistic explanation (Morgan and Winship, 2015) . This results, they argue, not only in competing explanations but also in conceptually vague ones (Western, 1996) . These researchers often assert that efforts to understand individuals' decisions need to move beyond seeing decisions as being either informed by external factors or personal choices of individuals, to more squarely situating individual decisionmaking in the contexts in which it occurs (Baldry et al., 2007) .
To move further away from both grand theory and abstract empiricism, I further argue that it is both methodologically and analytically fruitful to frame the decision-making process in general as a temporal continuum marked by three distinctions based on when an individual evaluates any given matter: future-orientation-when a person is evaluating something that has yet to occur and therefore has expectations about that thing; present-orientation-when a person is evaluating something that is currently occurring in his or her life and therefore can have attitudes about that thing; and orientation toward one's past-when a person is evaluating something that has happened to them in the past and therefore can make assessments about that thing (Mische, 2014) . Seeing decisions as a composite of expectations, attitudes, and assessments necessitates that sociologists take into consideration a wide range of theories that already exist in our toolkits when analyzing the decisions of any given person at any given time simultaneously. Ideas of socialization and the formation of dispositions (Bourdieu, 1984) , the contingent nature of decision-making (Swidler, 1986) , the dynamic nature of personal growth and identity formation (Ibarra, 1999) , and the relative stability of intersubjectively shared categories such as roles (Goode, 1960; Wacquant, 1990 ) must all simultaneously be brought to bear on decisions as they are made by individuals to give full accounts of individuals' actions.
ConCLUsion
In this article, I have put forth the argument that culture must be viewed as providing the resources individuals use to navigate their way through the world. I argued that this view lies in direct opposition to views which assert that these resources can independently motivate one's actions by providing them with ends or ultimate concerns to which they can anchor themselves. Key in my rejection of this latter view is the idea that seeing culture as capable of providing such ends for action requires seeing these ends as capable of being viewed outside of situations, and thus in clear, uncontestable ways, as such promoting a "re-Parsonized" view of Weber's theory of action whereby culture provides both the means for and ends of action.
If the ends of action that individuals seek out in their cultures thus constitute the means through which these individuals actively construct their own identities, then what does this mean for sociologists? As opposed to the claims made by Vaisey (2009 Vaisey ( ), p. 1687 , that semistructured and in-depth interviews only give sociologists access to the interviewees' "discursive consciousness, " therefore leaving the true drivers of action inaccessible to the sociologist, seeing identity as actively constructed by the individual and as constructing the lines of action one takes by giving them their particular meanings means that these interviews do not miss out on any inner drivers, but enable the sociologist to probe into the mechanisms responsible for individuals' identity claims, and thus the specific lines of action they happen to construct as part of their larger strategies or action plans (Martin, 2011; Pugh, 2013) . That is, interviews allow the sociologist to see how individuals frame situations, imbuing these situations with the sort of ideal typical meaning Weber (1968) , p. 26, claimed that they do, and to use this information as a springboard for probing into the institutional dilemmas to which such strategies are posed. Interviewing an "addict, " for instance, could unearth information on how actors struggle to meet the demands they perceive society both provides and overwhelms them with. This would give the sociologist access to the particular rationales and strategies they use and thus enable them to see which culture the respondent brings to bear and why.
The view of culture and action I have promoted throughout thus requires more work on delineating precisely how and why individuals embark on the sort of identity quests that they do. It involves not only seeing which institutional demands trigger particular lines of actions across groups of individuals or individuals in general but also on personalizing sequences of action (Garro, 2000; Strauss, 2006) . Personalization involves seeing the use of culture as closely bound to individuals' self-concepts (Leschziner, 2015, p. 167) and their contexts of action. It necessitates use of methods that probe into the particulars of individuals' actions in ways not amenable to broad-brush generalizations and one-way causal statements (Jerolmack and Khan, 2014) .
Thus, far from the "third alternative" (Swidler, 2008, p. 616 ) promoted by Vaisey (2009) and seen as logically stemming from "strong practice theory" (Lizardo and Strand, 2010, p. 204) with its emphasis on structure to structure relations, a truly "de-Parsonized" view of Weber's interpretive branch of sociology appears to be precisely what is demanded (Cohen et al., 1975) .
Utilizing recent insights from cognitive science on the nature and function of intuition is a promising route to take (Leschziner, 2015; Williams, 2016a,b) . Such insights have been implicitly used in much sociological work ranging from Durkheim's (Durkheim, 1895) classic insights on the process of refraction (Williams, 2016b) to Vaughan's (Vaughan, 1986 ) work on the process of uncoupling or leaving relationships. In all of these lines of research, action is seen as carrying a sense of spontaneity that is not reducible to either patterned, schematically determined action on the one hand or to intense deliberation or reflexive assessment on the other (Williams, 2016b) . Instead, this research foregrounds the simultaneously active and passive dimensions of action by grounding action in the contexts in which it occurs. In doing so, the antimonies dominant in sociological theorizing-most saliently, structure agency-become more manageable.
Using this research means moving sharply away from calls such as Lizardo et al. (2016) for an unproblematic use of general theoretical frameworks. Seeing action as always being contextualized or agency as always being embedded (Korteweg, 2008, p. 437) shifts research away from definite models and modeling techniques to more situated analysis. Such work may actually be closer to that aimed at by Parsons himself, despite numerous criticisms of his work as being highly abstract (Gerhardt, 2011) . Despite such arguable shortcomings, Parsons' research programme-particularly his emphasis on simultaneously analyzing objective and subjective aspects of individual perception and experience-serves as a model for situated, synthetic sociological analysis.
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